One Integrated Solution Spans Your Process

When you work with Rockwell Automation, you manage a dedicated mining, minerals and cement team, including sales, process control, engineering, project management and applications engineering — all committed to the challenges you face. First, we focus on listening to you — and learning about your issues and objectives. Then, we’ll deploy our domain, enterprise and plantwide automation and information offerings to meet or exceed your business goals. Beyond our suite of delivery capabilities, we will extend your mining operations and recommenced throughout the life of assets to help increase grade recovery, optimize plant events and improve financial performance across your enterprise.

One Dedicated Team Focused on Your Success

As a result, you can access and deploy the manufacturing intelligence through your business systems — and drive better devices across your organization.

Offerings include:
- Asset Management
- Consulting & Knowledge
- Engineering Packages & Details
- Integration & Turnkey Services
- Allen Automation Control (MAC)
- Maintenance & Repair
- Migration Services
- On-Site Service
- Project Program Management
- Systems Design
- Training

Know that you can rely on our team to provide a full scope of capabilities to deliver the solutions and services you need throughout the lifecycle of your project.

www.rockwellautomation.com
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Innovative Solutions for Your Dynamic Marketplace

There's nothing predictable about today's mining environment. Fluctuating commodity prices and demand. Escalating safety and environmental regulations. Aging mining infrastructures - plus limited labor and capital.

To sustain success in your dynamic marketplace, you need innovative solutions that boost productivity, maximize your resources, and sustainable, customized to the mining, minerals, and cement industry.

Based on the Rockwell Automation Integrated Architecture™, our mining portfolio combines the proven performance of our PlantPAx™ Process Automation System, PlantPAx™ Plant Control, and software solutions with rugged, customizable components, designed for your harsh mining environment.

You can rely on our integrated approach to deliver the control and real-time information you need to maximize productivity and product quality. At the same time, our solutions can help you improve energy efficiency, speed maintenance, minimize environmental impact - and achieve a safer workplace.

The Rockwell Automation mining solution – future-enabling technology to optimize your mine's performance throughout the entire lifecycle of your operations.

Extracting More Value at Every Stage of Your Operation